
United States

Regional spotlights

77%

33%

say uncorrelated returns 
are difficult to find

say private debt / illiquid is best 
replacement for fixed 

income to generate yield 

Current macro climate

Decentralized payments and technologies

say rising inflation

Top concern

35%

are currently and/or considering increasing 
amount of illiquid assets

say the main barrier to investing is 
cybersecurity and safety concerns

Top alternative strategy to 
enhance portfolio construction

79%
of assets invested 

locally

Strong home bias

50%

48%

Source: UBS Evidence Lab. UBS Global Family Office Report 2022



Latin America

Top concern

50%

59%

To generate the same return

Sustainable and impact investing

Most likely to outsource more services over 
next three years 

Outsourcing

23%

70%
stated performance evaluation 
as a major challenge in impact 

investment projects

are confident in identifying 
greenwashing 

52%52%

say rising inflation

are willing to accept 
more risk 

Regional spotlights

Source: UBS Evidence Lab. UBS Global Family Office Report 2022



Switzerland

Regional spotlights

Tactical asset allocation

50%

Private equity investment

79%
of those invested in private 

equity hold direct investments 
as an active shareholder 

do not do tactical asset
 allocation – the least likely 

of any region 

79%
investing in healthcare and 

social assistance 

Top private equity sector

Top concern

say global geopolitics

36%

Decentralized payments and technologies

say the main barrier to investing is 
cybersecurity and safety concerns

48%

Source: UBS Evidence Lab. UBS Global Family Office Report 2022



Western Europe

Top concern

say rising inflation

30%

Private equity investment

95%
of those invested in private  

equity likely to invest in early stage  
of private equity lifecycle

are likely to invest in a  
distressed buyout as a private 

equity investment

26%

Top investment area

79%
investing in medical devices  

and healthtech 

Best replacement for fixed income to generate 
yield in current macro climate 

Private/ illiquid debt

21%

Regional spotlights

Source: UBS Evidence Lab. UBS Global Family Office Report 2022



Middle East and Africa

Regional spotlights

Top concern

83%
are likely to rely more on  

active manager  
selection/strategies,  
not passive exposure 

are likely to insource services  
over the next three years

Active versus passive

74%
are likely to manage portfolio 

risk more actively 

Average allocation to real estate 

Real Estate

22%

Most likely to insource more  
services over the next three years 

45%

Decentralized payments  
and technologies

have invested via  
private equity

have invested  
directly 

44%

20%

say global  
geopolitics

36%

Source: UBS Evidence Lab. UBS Global Family Office Report 2022



Asia-Pacific

Top concern

say valuation across  
asset classes 

Sustainable investing

23%

say sustainable investments  
will outperform overall market 

in the next five years 

50%

Top investment area

86%
 investing in automation  

and robotics

Using or considering quantitative strategies  
as alternative diversifier

28%

say private equity is best  
replacement for fixed income  

to generate yield

Current macro climate

Enhancing portfolio construction

24%

Regional spotlights

Source: UBS Evidence Lab. UBS Global Family Office Report 2022



Net worth averaging USD 2.2 billion
Regional split
Geographically, more than a third (37%) of the 
family offices’ beneficial owners are based  
in Europe. Ten percent come from North America,  
6% from Greater China and 8% from Asia- 
Pacific excluding Greater China. Finally, 16% are  
from the Middle East and Africa, 15% from  
Latin America and 5% from Eastern Europe.

Operating businesses
Over four fifths (85%) of the families still have  
operating businesses. The main industries  
represented are: industrials (17%), financials (17%) 
and real estate (11%).

Methodology
This marks the third iteration of the Global  
Family Office Survey. UBS surveyed 221 of its  
clients globally between 19 January and  
20 February 2022. Participants were invited using 
an online methodology and were distributed  
across more than 30 markets worldwide.  
We surveyed smaller samples of 191 and 121 UBS 
clients for the 2021 and 2020 editions of the  
report respectively. 
 In developing year-on-year comparisons, 
we have made slight adjustments to the private  
equity allocation figures as disclosed in previous  
reports to ensure a consistent and accurate  
approach. The revisions refer to the numbers  
on page 26. Whilst the year-on-year comparisons  
involve (statistically) significant datasets, they 
should be considered to be indicative of trends in 
the family office space as a whole because  
they involve differing sample sizes with differing 
compositions of participants. 
 In some instances the data may not look 
as if it adds up to 100%. In these instances  
this is due to the fact that we have added the  
figures together to two decimal places  
which can cause slight variations to the figures 
when rounded. 

UBS Evidence Lab
UBS Evidence Lab is a team of alternative data  
experts who work across 55+ specialized areas  
creating insight-ready datasets. The experts turn 
data into evidence by applying a combination  
of tools and techniques to harvest, cleanse,  
and connect billions of data items each month.  
The library of assets, covering over 5,000+  
companies of all sizes, across all sectors and  
regions, is designed to help answer the  
questions that matter to your decisions. 

Notes

Source: UBS Evidence Lab. UBS Global Family Office Report 2022



This document has been prepared by UBS AG,  
its subsidiary or affiliate (“UBS”). 
 This document and the information  
contained herein are provided solely for informa-
tional and/or educational purposes. Nothing  
in this document constitutes investment research, 
investment advice, a sales prospectus, or an  
offer or solicitation to engage in any investment 
activities. The document is not a recommen- 
dation to buy or sell any security, investment  
instrument, or product, and does not recommend 
any specific investment program or service. 
 Information contained in this document 
has not been tailored to the specific invest- 
ment objectives, personal and financial circum-
stances, or particular needs of any individual  
client. Certain investments referred to in this  
document may not be suitable or appropriate  
for all investors. In addition, certain services and 
products referred to in the document may  
be subject to legal restrictions and/or license or 
permission requirements and cannot therefore be 
offered worldwide on an unrestricted basis.  
No offer of any interest in any product will be 
made in any jurisdiction in which the offer,  
solicitation, or sale is not permitted, or to any 
person to whom it is unlawful to make such  
offer, solicitation, or sale.
 Although all information and  
opinions expressed in this document were obtained 
in good faith from sources believed to be  
reliable, no representation or warranty, express  
or implied, is made as to the document’s  
accuracy, sufficiency, completeness or reliability. 
All information and opinions expressed in this 
document are subject to change without notice 
and may differ from opinions expressed by  
other business areas or divisions of UBS.  
UBS is under no obligation to update or keep  
current the information contained herein. 
 All pictures or images (“images”) herein 
are for illustrative, informative or documentary 
purposes only, in support of subject analysis and 
research. Images may depict objects or  
elements which are protected by third party  
copyright, trademarks and other intellectual  
property rights. Unless expressly stated,  
no relationship, association, sponsorship or  
endorsement is suggested or implied between 
UBS and these third parties. 
 Any charts and scenarios contained in 
the document are for illustrative purposes  
only. Some charts and/or performance figures 
may not be based on complete 12-month  
periods which may reduce their comparability  
and significance. Historical performance is  
no guarantee for, and is not an indication of  
future performance.
 A number of sources were utilized  
to research and profile the characteristics of family 
offices. This information and data is part of  
UBS’s proprietary data and the identities of the 
underlying family offices and individuals are  
protected and remain confidential.

Nothing in this document constitutes legal or  
tax advice. UBS and its employees do not provide 
legal or tax advice. This document may not  
be redistributed or reproduced in whole or in part 
without the prior written permission of UBS.  
To the extent permitted by the law, neither UBS, 
nor any of it its directors, officers, employees  
or agents accepts or assumes any liability, respon-
sibility or duty of care for any consequences,  
including any loss or damage, of you or anyone 
else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance  
on the information contained in this document  
or for any decision based on it. 
 UBS Evidence Lab provides data and  
evidence for analysis and use by UBS Research 
and its clients. UBS Evidence Lab does not provide 
investment recommendations or advice.

Important information in the event this  
document is distributed into the  
United Kingdom

This document is issued by UBS Wealth Manage-
ment, a division of UBS AG which is authorized 
and regulated by the Financial Market Supervisory 
Authority in Switzerland. In the United Kingdom, 
UBS AG is authorized by the Prudential Regulation 
Authority and is subject to regulation by the  
Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation 
by the Prudential Regulation Authority.  
Details about the extent of regulation by the  
Prudential Regulation Authority are available  
from us on request.

Important information in the event this  
document is distributed to US Persons or into 
the United States

Wealth management services in the United States 
are provided by UBS Financial Services Inc. 
(“UBSFS”), a subsidiary of UBS AG. As a firm pro-
viding wealth management services to clients, 
UBS-FS offers investment advisory services in its 
capacity as an SEC-registered investment  
adviser and brokerage services in its capacity  
as an SEC-registered broker-dealer. Investment  
advisory services and brokerage services are  
separate and distinct, differ in material ways and 
are governed by different laws and separate  
arrangements. It is important that clients under-
stand the ways in which we conduct business, 
that they carefully read the agreements and  
disclosures that we provide to them about the  
products or services we offer. A small number of 
our financial advisors are not permitted to  
offer advisory services to you and can only work 
with you directly as UBS broker-dealer repre- 
sentatives. Your financial advisor will let you know 
if this is the case and, if you desire advisory  
services, will be happy to refer you to another  
financial advisor who can help you. Our agreements 
and disclosures will inform you about whether  
we and our financial advisors are acting in  
our capacity as an investment adviser or broker- 
dealer. For more information, please review  
the PDF document at www.ubs.com/relationship-
summary. UBS-FS is a member of the Securities 
Investor Protection Corp. (SIPC) and the Financial 
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). 

© UBS 2022. The key symbol and UBS are among 
the registered and unregistered trademarks  
of UBS. All rights reserved. 

Disclaimer



UBS Switzerland AG
P.O. Box
8098 Zurich
ubs.com/gfo
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